OMAN DESERT AND GOLDEN
TRIANGLE OF INDIA (08 NTS/09 DAYS)

DAY 01: ARRIVAL MUSCAT-HALF DAY MUSCAT CITY TOUR
Morning, You will arrive at the Muscat International Airport. Upon your arrival you proceed straight to the
Immigration. Immigration & customs are quick & simple. Upon arrival at the General arrival lounge you will be
met by our friendly & efficient OMAN SAFARI TOURS chauffer who will assist you to the comforts of our vehicle
to drive for Half day City Tour. The tour begins with a visit to the beautiful Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque one of
the largest mosques in the Middle East. Later you visit Bait Al Zubair Museum. You will have photo stops at the
residence of his Majesty Sultan Qaboos, the Al Alam Palace, which is flanked by the 16th century Portuguese
forts Mirani and Jalali. Evening you will be strolling through Muttrah Souq, where you will be bargaining for
handicrafts and silver items.
Overnight in Muscat Hotel.

DAY 2: MUSCAT-WADI ARBYEEN-BIMMAH SINK HOLE-WADI SHAB-WAHIBA SANDS
8h30 AM your guide will pick you up at your hotel and take you for an incredible
journey. You drive further to Wadi Arbaeen, en route you see lush village surrounded with dates, lemon, mango
plantations. You will have photo stop at
each place. You finally will reach Wadi Arbaeen – an oasis spot in the middle of
the barren and dry mountains. It is one of the most beautiful wadis and its pools
with clear deep blue water give you an opportunity to take a refreshing dip. On
the coastal road you stop at the limestone Sinkhole in Bimah and then continue
to Fins. You will then stop at Wadi Shab which means a “wadi between the cliffs”, enjoy a walk through the
wadi, walking shoes are strongly recommended. Going up the wadi you will soon see pools appearing before
you and you may also enjoy a refreshing swim in those pools. Continue drive to the great desert of Oman Known
as the "Wahiba Sands". Soon you will come face to face with the enormous desert and our experienced drivers
drive you through the sand dunes to give you a thrill of dune driving.
After having enjoyed the drives over the lovely dunes you could perhaps meet the Bedouin family to know more
about
their life style in the desert. Thereafter you will bid goodbye to the inhabitants of the desert to drive to reach
the
campsite
Buffet Dinner and Overnight stay at Desert Wahiba Sands

DAY 03: WAHIBA SANDS-WADI BANI KHALID-IBRA-MUSCAT
After breakfast, you will leave behind you this beautiful desert and continue your
journey to Wadi Bani Khalid, one of the most picturesque wadis in Oman. Take a plunge in the crystal clear
waters of the wadi, perfect spot to take memorable pictures of green pools and waterfalls.
Coming to Muscat, stop at Al Mudayrib and Ibra for a closer look at the watchtowers proudly looking over
villages from the top of the hills.
Return to Muscat. Overnight in Muscat hotels.

DAY 04 DEPARTURE TRANSFER FOR DELHI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT(INDIA)
Departure transfers to Airport to connect the Flight for India (Delhi Indra Gandhi international airport)

Welcome to India!! – One Nation, countless destinations. A land of rich heritage that’s ancient. The
mystique of India, its history of 5000 years, philosophy, religions, fabulous historical monuments all
add to its bewildering diversity to create a unique and colorful mosaic. This is the wonder that is India,
come, enjoy and experience it.
Delhi – Capital of modern India. Many dynasties and rulers have flourished on its regal soil over the
last 3000 years. The legacy still survives in many monuments varying from the 13th century
mausoleum of the Lodi Kings to the buildings of British India's imperial past like the Parliament House
and the Presidential Estate.
On arrival at airport, you will meet & Greet by your tour director & Proceed to your pre booked hotel.

Optional visit of Swami Narayan Mandir or Gurdwara Bangla Saheb

THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE TOUR
New Delhi | Agra | Jaipur | New Delhi

DAY 05: HUAYUN TOMB-DELHI JAMA MASJID-RED FORT-RAJ GHAT

After breakfast, the New Delhi tour starts at 9:00. Firs we stoppe to visit Humayun's tomb, this tomb
was organized thanks to the initiative of his widow Hamida Banu Begum, who began the construction
of a mausoleum for her deceased husband in 1565, nine years after his death. Construction was
completed in 1572.
Evening tour of the old Delhi mosque Jama, the largest mosque in India, installed in 1650 AD This is
followed by a nightclub in addition to the Red Fort (Closed on Mondays) (1639-48), completed by
Emperor Shah Jahan, following the retinue of Raj Ghat - the site of the memorial to Mahatma Gandhi.
Overnight at Hotel. (No meal)

DAY 06: NEW DELHI-INDIA GATE- RASHTRAPATI BHAWAN- AGRA FORT
(APROXX 4 Hrs / 220 KM)

Morning after breakfast check out & drive to Agra through the Embassy area, Diplomatic enclave,
stop for a quick photo shoot at India Gate and Rashtrapati Bhawan (Presidential Estate formerly
Viceroy’s House) .
Continue drive to Agra, on arrival Check in at hotel.
After Lunch, Late afternoon visit Agra Fort, the original red sandstone fort built by Mughal Emperor
Akbar in 1565. The Forts maze of courtyards, its marble mosque and lavish private chambers reflect
the grandeur of the Mughal Empire.
Overnight at Hotel (Meals – Breakfast only)

DAY 07: AGRA - TAJ MAHAL-JAIPUR-HINDU TEMPLE-CITY PALACE (APROX 5 HRS / 240 KM)

Early Morning you will experience the TAJ MAHAL (closed on Fridays). An extravagant marble
monument of love, built by Shah Jahan in 1653 as a memorial to his queen Mumtaz Mahal. This
beautiful mausoleum in pure white marble took 22 years and 22000 craftsmen to build.
Later come back to hotel, after leisurely breakfast check out & drive to Jaipur.

On arrival at Jaipur check in at hotel.
After Lunch & Relaxation evening we proceed for a guided Heritage walk along the lanes and bye-lanes
of the old city. The city is best-explored on foot and only the inquisitive visitor willing to go into the
rastaas (streets) and galis (lanes) will feel the spirit of the city. Jaipur’s colorful bazaars tantalize the eye
with enameled blue pottery, exquisite gem-studded jewelry, engraved brass work traditional blockprinted fabrics and brightly patterned dhurrie rugs together with traditional crafts and miniature
painting. An essential starting point for Rajasthan craftwork is block making and block printing and we
will be exploring the process from start to finish in some of the popular stores here.
We also explore one of the chief attractions of Jaipur - its jewellery, which offers a variety that ranges
from chunky tribal jewellery to enameled gold to modern diamond jewellery. Kundan (art of stone
setting) and enamel jewellery has been a specialty of Rajasthan, particularly that of Jaipur. The stones
are embossed into decorative shapes & patterns and embellished with delicate enamel ornamentation
in the champeve (raised field) technique. Jaipur is well known for its gold and silver enameling. Colorful
bangles made of lac and set with semiprecious stones make an inexpensive buy. The skilled gem-cutters
of Jaipur carve enchanting little animals and birds from rock, crystal, jade, smoky topaz and amethyst.
Intaglio beads & buttons and crystal scent bottles are also available.
Following the tour, we visit the temple of Govind Dev Ji. It is one of the most sacred and famous tourist
destinations in India. The temple is located in the City Palace complex, of Jaipur. The idol of Govind Dev
Ji is strikingly beautiful for its complete resemblance with Lord Krishna, and the temple is placed
between Chandra Mahal and Badal Mahal in the City Palace complex. Every day, various 'Aartis' and
'Prasad' or 'Bhogs' are offered at the temple, at seven different times.
Later transfer back to your hotel. Overnight at Hotel (Meals – Breakfast Only)

DAY 08: JAIPUR SIGHTSEEING-JANTAR MANTAR-HAWA MAHAL-PATRIKA GATE

Morning, Attend Pre booked Yoga session (Duration 60 Minutes) Later relaxation breakfast & proceed
for an excursion to Amer Fort, which is located 12 kms outside Jaipur. The original Palace was built by
Raja Mansingh and later additions were made by Sawai Jai Singh. One of the finest example of Rajput
architecture, it was the ancient capital of Kaisshawah rulers. Visit the multiple chambers and hallways of
the palace which are famous for their design and decorations. This unique capital of the erstwhile warrior
kings of Rajasthan is a must on every tourist itinerary to the state.
We also visit the Panna Meena ka Kund. This beautiful place was constructed during sixteenth century.
The place was mainly utilized as a place of social meetings. People from nearby places come here for
getting water, swimming or just to hang out with their loved ones. During ancient times, this place was
utilized mainly as water protects pool. This beautiful Kund has a unique architecture and styling. This
Kund was designed by a Brahmin and constructed by craftsmen and engineers.
Afternoon enjoy Lunch & proceed for a city tour to visit the unique Jantar Mantar, which is a magnificent
stone observatory built by Raja Jai Singh in 1728 and drive past the Hawa Mahal, an intriguing “ Palace
of Winds”. This was really a facade built in 1799, to allow royal ladies to view the city from the windows.
Later visit the opulent City Palace, the former royal residence built in a blend of Rajasthani and Mughal
style which has grand museums displaying an excellent collection of miniature paintings, costumes and
armory.
Evening proceed for visit see a tall pink structure standing right there surrounded by a gamut of trees
and lush gardens, that structure is Jawahar Circle – the biggest circular park in Asia on a traffic signal.The
entrance of Jawahar Circle is through the Patrika gate, which has been designed beautifully. The Patrika
gate gives you a sneak peek into the vibrant culture of Rajasthan as each pillar is dedicated to some or
the other part of the state.
Later come back to hotel & Relaxation.
Overnight at Hotel (Meals – Breakfast Only)
DAY 09 : JAIPUR - DELHI (240 KMS / 5 HRS)

Morning after breakfast, Use the facilities of hotel or own activity.
Afternoon Drive to New Delhi.
On arrival evening transfer to airport for your onward Journey for back to home

Tour End with unforgettable experience of India
& Oman!!
DAYS

Hotels in Oman

1
2
3

Best western premier 4*
Safari Desert camp
Best western premier 4*

City

Muscat
Desert Camp
Muscat

MEALS
Only Breakfast

Breakfast & Dinner
Solo colazione

GG

Hotels in india

City

MEALS

4

Radisson Blu Plaza Airport or
Similar

New Delhi

No Meals

5

Trident or Similar

Agra

Only Breakfast

6

Hilton Jaipur or Similar

Jaipur

Only Breakfast

7

Hilton Jaipur or Similar

Jaipur

Only Breakfast

8

No Hotel Quoted as
Departure back to Home

New Delhi

Only Breakfast

Nota: Check in hotel alle 14:00 e check out alle 12:00.
No of Pax
02
03-04
05-10
11-20
21-40

Transport

Il Prezzo a persona ( In USD )

Ac Toyota Etios in India and land
cruise 4x4 in Oman
Ac Toyota Innova (India) + Toyota
hiace (Oman)
Luxury Ac Tempo Traveller + Toyota
coaster in Oman
Luxury Ac Mini Coach+Toyota
Coaster in Oman
Luxury Ac big Coach in india and
Oman

1528
1331
1147
968
920

• Children under the age of 5 stay free in the room with parents without bed and from 5 to 12 years
old if they pay 50% of the cost of the package if the room is shared with the parents with an
extra bed, however tariff rates / safari in the national park applicable according to the respective
cost rates (if involved in the itinerary).
• Children over 12 will pay as adults.

PACKAGE INCLUSIONS:
• 7 nights in a double / twin room with breakfast included.
• Transport from arrival to departure during the entire tour as per itinerary.
• Guided tour of the guide in English approved by the government according to the itinerary.
• Assistance from arrival to departure at check-in / check-out, sightseeing and during long hotel
trips.
• 02 Bottle of mineral water during long journeys and sightseeing.
• All admission tickets as per itinerary.
• Heritage walking tour.
• 4x4 car for transfers in the desert camp on 02
• Morning Yoga session in Jaipur.
• Government taxes on the package included.
PACKAGE EXCLUSIONS:
• Any air fare
• VISA rates.
• All meals other than those mentioned.
• Supplements for the mandatory gala dinner at the hotel during the festival.
• All personal expenses such as telephone, laundry, drinks, travel / medical insurance, tips etc.
• Anything that is not specifically mentioned in the lusions part
Terms and conditions
All correspondence relating to the Tours Service reservations must be directed to
TRAVEL MAJSTOR LLC
Payments: for all contracted services, an advance payment of 50% is required to hold the
reservation, on a confirmed basis and the balance amount can be paid 30 days before arrival.
Aside from the above in some cases as accommodation reservations and land-based
accommodations during high season (XMas, New Year) or some local regional festival / fair, full payment must be sent in advance.
Also note that some promotional packages of exclusive offers will be confirmed against full
prepayment. beneficiary
Methods of payment: advance payment abroad can be made by bank transfer to our company's
bank account as indicated below:
•

BENIFICIARY NAME

TRAVEL MAJSTOR

•

ACCOUNT NO:

0435050797440018

•

BANK NAME:

BANK MUSCAT

•

NAME OF THE BRANCH:

MUSCAT

•

SWIFT CODE:

BMUSOMRXXXX

Please note that bank charges / Transactions will not be included in the package cost, therefore it is
necessary to add it before the payment transfer.
Cancellation policy: In case of cancellation of tour / travel services due to any unavoidable reason, we
must be informed in writing by e-mail at info@omansafaritours.com, cancellation fees will be effective
from the date we receive advice in writing and cancellation fees would be as follows
WHEN A CANCELLATION IS MADE

CANCELLATION FEES FOR PERSON

Once all the agreements are confirmed
60 - 45 days before arrival
30-15 days before arrival

Flat 25% of the Tour cost
:
:
:

50% of the tour cost
100% of the tour cost

Note: the written cancellation will accept all working days, except Sundays. Any cancellation sent on
Sunday will be considered the next business day (Monday).
In the event that you cancel the journey after the start, the refund will be limited to a limited amount,
which will also depend on the amount we would be able to recover from the hoteliers / contractors we
sponsor. For unused hotel accommodation, rented transportation and missed meals etc. We assume no
liability for reimbursement.
Wildlife Safari / Air Ticket Cancellation (if relevant to the tour itinerary):
All wildlife safaris booked in any of the Indian Parks / Sanctuaries and airline tickets booked through
one of the Indian air carriers are non-refundable. The request to change the date will also be considered
as a cancellation and no payment will be refunded / adjusted.
Amendment: amendments or alternations with respect to the confirmed agreement are not permitted
Refund Policy: If the tour or any part of the tour cannot be conducted due to reasons beyond the
Company's control, in which the Company cannot be held responsible for any refund to the Customer.
However, it may be at the Company's discretion to grant a refund based on various factors such as the
number of participants, the cancellation policies of suppliers such as hoteliers, bus operators, etc. The
Company's decision regarding the repayment amount will be final. Refunds (if any) would be paid by
the Company directly to the customer's bank account, which would require at least 45 days to process
the refund (if due). However, no reimbursement is due if the Customer does not use or cannot use any
of the services such as hotels, sightseeing tours, programs, meals, entrance tickets, optional tours, etc.
For any reason.
Our responsibilities and limitations: Travel Majstor LLC, acts only as agent for hotels, airlines,
carriers, railways and contractors that provide other services and all exchange orders, receipts, contracts
and tickets issued by us are issued based on terms and conditions under which these services are
provided by them.
Your itineraries are example itineraries intended to give you a general idea of the likely travel plan.
Numerous factors such as weather, road conditions, the physical ability of the participants etc. They can
impose itinerary changes before the tour or during the journey. We reserve the right to modify any
program in the interest of safety, comfort and general well-being of the travel participants.

If the tour or part of it cannot be conducted due to Force Majeure or Vis Majeure, the Company will not
be responsible for reimbursing the user.
We will not be liable for any delays or alterations to the program or expenses incurred - directly or
indirectly - due to natural hazards, flight cancellations, accidents, machinery or equipment failures,
transport failures, weather conditions, illnesses, landslides, political closures or any unpleasant incidents.
We will not be liable for any loss, injury or damage to people, things or in any way in connection with
any accommodation, transport or other services, arising - directly or indirectly - from any act of GOD,
hazards, fires, accidents, breakdowns in machinery or equipment , transportation failure, wars, civil
disturbances, strikes, riots, theft, theft, epidemics, medical or customs department regulations, defaults
or any other cause beyond our control.
We do not have any insurance policy covering accident, illness, loss due to theft or other reasons.
Visitors are asked to look for such insurance arrangements in their home country. All baggage and
personal property at any time is at the customer's risk.
Note: we will not be responsible for any costs arising from unforeseen circumstances such as landslides,
road blocks, bad weather, etc.
Baggage Policy (if relevant to the itinerary)
The customer traveling by plane has different restrictions and limitations in terms of weight, size and
number of baggage, for different countries, which is currently 15 kg per person for domestic flights,
excess baggage beyond weight, size and number baggage would be charged by the airlines directly by
the customer according to the airline rules. All luggage is always and in any case under the responsibility
of the Customer. Travel Majstor would not be responsible for the loss of personal items.
Contact us at the Muscat office:
TRAVEL MAJSTOR LLC.
OMAN HEAD OFFICE
WAY NO 5007, BLOCK NO 250
BUILDING NO 696, GHALA HEIGHTS, MUSCAT
Emergency Help line: +968 91218520
Phone no: +968 92611100,
Whatsapp: +968 92804678
India: +91 8955600330

